
Thursday June 12th

Christian et Christine, Dir. Justin Chiao  13min
Chris, a boy who dreams of auditioning for the role of the princess 
in a school production of 'Sleeping Beauty', taps into the realm of 
the family's past narrated by his deceased mother, Elisabeth 
Laurent, after he got rejected by his father George

The Slip-Up, Dir. Matt Bradenburg   8min
An awkward geek goes on a date with an out-of-his-league 
beauty.  Unbeknownst to her (but beknownst to him), her dress 
starts having a wardrobe malfunction, and he slowly loses control 
while trying to keep up the facade of not noticing. 

Naked Ambition, Dir. Sofian Khan   7min
An inside look at the famous Naked Cowboy of Times Square.

Kissed, Dir. Todd Bevan  9min
A hopeful girl relies on the power of a mistletoe and good luck 
charms to make her night magical

The Revolutionary, Dir. Peter Blackmann  4min
A hopeful girl relies on the power of a mistletoe and good luck 
charms to make her night magical

Trust me, I’m a Lifeguard, Dir. Tony Glazer 16min
A Bro-Mantic comedy about two lifeguards who, when confronted 
with the end of summer, are forced to make adult decisions such 
as: What is the meaning of life? What makes a good Speedo? And, 
are those clams safe to eat?

Hypothetically, Dir.  Stephanie Dawson  5min
A short spoof on the mob genre.

Under The Table, Dir. Grace McLeod  19min
A family of self-proclaimed liberals is forced to address underlying 
hypocrisy in this contemporary comedy about privilege and 
tolerance set on Manhattan's Upper East Side.

The Goldfish, Dir. Mathieu Young  10min
This film is an adaptation of Etgar Keret's famed short story 'What 
Of This Goldfish Would You Wish?' in which a young man named 
Yoni (Jason Ritter) sets out to make a documentary about the 
secret longings of everyday Americans. By knocking on strangers 
doors and asking them this question: 'If you had a magic goldfish 
that granted you three wishes, what of this goldfish would you 
wish?' Yoni thinks he will discover the hopes, dreams and greatest 
wishes of his fellow citizens. (Lucy Punch).

The Story of Milo & Annie, Dir. Harris Doran  17min
THE STORY OF MILO & ANNIE is a love story about Annie, a 
restless secretary, who tries to discover the mystery of Milo, a guy 
who hasn't spoken since he was six years old.The film stars Harris 
Doran and Rachel McKeon, with Orange Is The New Black's Alysia 
Reiner and Academy Award Nominee Cathy Moriarty.

Half & Half, Dir. Christian LaMorte  13min
A young man who struggles with O.C.D. experiences an intersec-
tion in his routine when he finds a symbolic piece of jewelry which 
belongs to a young woman he desires.

FZ Anonymous, Dir. Josh Bohoskey  7min
A support group dedicated to those that have been put in the 
friend zone.

The Present, DIr. Holle Singer  17min
An obsessed girl journeys alone through a landscape of memory 
and instant messages as she makes her way from Brooklyn to 
Costa Rica.

Bodies in Irreversible Detriment, Dir. Ben Lazarus  25min
Horatio has Body Integrity Identity Disorder, where people seek to 
amputate appendages to make themselves whole. He joins a 
group for dealing with the affliction, thus meeting Sarah, a quirky 
BIID sufferer. Both intertwine in an attempt to find themselves, 
while making sense of their disorder and their environment.

The Master Cleanse, Dir. Daniel Goldberg  15min
When Jim falls in love with Brook, who lives in a Brooklyn 
commune with her 'soul friends', he knows this won't be a 
run-of-the-mill affair. But what he fails to realize is that her 
'master cleanse' has nothing to do with cayenne, lemon, and 
maple syrup. (Rosemary's Baby meets Portlandia).
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Callie Wants a Solo, Dir. Erick Fix  11min
Sick of crazy stage moms, a young theater teacher decides to get 
away for the weekend with her co-worker and ends up ruining her 
surprise engagement.

What Cheer?, Dir. Steven Ellis  13min
After the sudden passing of his wife, Stan (Richard Kind) finds 
himself in a state of shock.  He tries to ignore his pain but finds 
himself followed by inescapable grief, or rather, followed by the 
inescapable What Cheer? Brigade, a 20-piece brass and percus-
sion band drowning out his world with boisterous, ear-numbing 
song.

Stain Removal, Dir. Mark Russell  16min
Jules is rich, lonely and bored. To keep busy, he's been writing 
stories about the more exiting times from his past. When he 
reconnects with Constance, an old flame from the glory days, their 
spark is re-ignited. Is it true love or just a mess that needs to be 
cleaned up.

Asbestos Girl, Dir. Violet Krumbein  2min
A girl who's obsessed with Asbestos Removal Workers on a date 
with an Asbestos Removal Worker.

Dinner at 40, Dir. Carl Byrd  14min
The story touches on the feelings of a gay man turning 40: the 
panic, the doubt, and the supposed loss of his youth as he spends 
a 'quiet' evening at a restaurant with a small group of his closest 
friends. Unexpected dinner guests, crazy friends, a hot ex, 
cocktails and a drag queen.

Jane, then gone, Dir. Jamie Carroll  4min
How do you live with the consequences of one fateful moment?

Troy from Brooklyn, Dir. Steven Ellis  13min
In his senior year of high school Troy, copes with problems of most 
kids his age. Unfortunately he will make a decision that will effect 
his life taking him from the path he wanted for himself.

Trapped Girl, Dir. Beth Spitalny  15min
When the bathroom doorknob falls off, a girl is trapped inside. 
Beyond the door her life is falling apart, and when she's set free 
hours later she finds herself stumbling into a new reality.A 
tragicomedy based on a real event, Trapped Girl explores the 
moments in our lives when the ground shifts and everything is 
heightened, scary, and full of possibilities.

Absolute Threshold, Dir. Erica Rose  23min
Set in 1993 New York, Absolute Threshold tells the story of a young 
social worker named Charlotte who craves the intimate connec-
tion missing from her husband and finds herself overpowered by a 
precarious desire.

The Dispatcher, Dir. Alex Modlin  7min
While working the graveyard shift, John, a rural police officer, 
engages in a phone-sex session with his dispatcher, Laurie. As 
things escalate, where does their routine end and abuse begin?

Plastic, Dir. Olivia Saperstein  11min
When Brian buys a blowup doll, she becomes an unexpected party 
guest, and undergoes a slew of tribulations. An honest and vulgar 
tale, that reminds us that sometimes the way we treat a novelty 
item is none too different than the ways we treat each other.

Another Happy Anniversary, Dir. Miranda Bailey  21min
Tom and Jeanne want to be adventurous for their 10th anniversary 
so they decide to have a threesome...Easier said than done.

The Rev, Dir. Conor Mcbride  7min
A character study of  local living legend The Rev
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